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On Climate
The climate emergency is here and worsening. This demands action from all of us, including artists, cultural 
workers, and our institutions. The character and direction of this work are currently underdetermined and 
insufficient. This document collects early thoughts about how we might begin to understand what this 
moment requires from us, as well as promising directions we can pursue in response.

Like every sector, the arts has much to gain and lose in how it approaches the political and practical questions 
of climate change. High-carbon energy systems are a constitutive part of the norms and hierarchies of cultural 
work today. Slashing carbon emissions could disrupt these existing patterns, creating an unprecedented opening 
through which we might forge more equitable circuits of exhibition, prestige, and funding. Such an outcome, 
however, is far from guaranteed; climate action may alternatively work to deepen existing inequalities. If the 
transition to lower-carbon operations proceeds primarily through rigid quantitative metrics and/or austere 
spending cuts, then historic divisions in power and opportunity are likely to deepen—in the arts and elsewhere. 

There is a need, therefore, for artists, workers, and institutions to engage in the politics of energy transition, 
lest decarbonisation be something that happens to us, with the chips falling where they may. There is also a 
need for us all to work to accelerate decarbonisation, lest it happen too late, with incalculable global costs 
falling heaviest on the least responsible.

On the Digital
Digital media are an important—and double-edged—part of the decarbonisation question. As a replacement 
for carbon-intensive travel, digital events and networks can significantly decrease the climate impacts of 
the arts sector and alter the accessibility and character of its activities—often for the better. However, digital 
media also come with underexplored social and environmental costs. The data centres required to host 
ever-increasing virtual content are creating new land use and energy pressures, while toxic mining and 
discard practices haunt the start and end of life of all manner of electronics. These impacts will increase in 
the future with an acceleration of the Internet of Things, blockchain applications, and the end of Moore’s Law.

The arts sector is a very small part of this wider assemblage of infrastructures, energy, and land, yet it is one 
with unique strengths and responsibilities. Art and Technology fields can provide critical inspiration to 
the work of building digital systems that better align with the demands of planetary boundaries and global 
justice. The arts can also act as an uncritical celebrant of new technologies and ever-more environmentally 
demanding aesthetic forms, bringing cultural and literal capital to unsustainable industries.

There is a need, therefore, for artists, workers, and institutions to engage in the politics of digital 
infrastructures and futures, both in tandem with the question of decarbonisation and in wider debates 
around the funding and labour politics of cultural work.

On Convening
To catalyse these discussions, 24 people met in September 2022 as part of the Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline 
project with the goal of developing points of consensus for how these challenges might be met in ways that 
are both ecologically impactful and socially just. 

We were informed, in part, by the recent requirements in the UK for institutions that receive public funding 
to measure and report their climate emissions (ACE 2022). While such accounting efforts can be a useful part 
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of personal and institutional wayfinding within the work of decarbonisation, they can also limit the horizons 
of climate politics and ignore both long standing injustices in the systems they seek to measure as well as 
ongoing uncertainties within the science of that measurement—especially regarding the carbon impacts of 
digital networks. We seek, instead, to forefront forms of climate policy and action that link mitigation efforts 
to the wellbeing of the cultural sector and its workers, to critical and experimental approaches to technology, 
to reparations for past and ongoing colonial harms, and to the mutual thriving of all.

Our responses—like the problems they address—are diverse in character and scale. We find it constructive 
to imagine a future for climate action in the arts that advances through multiple tactics and registers, without 
affirming the superiority of a single course, regardless of local contexts and capacities. We therefore offer the 
following assessments as a means to accelerate engagement—as a way of making a just climate future in the 
arts more imaginable, desirable, and necessary to our practices and relations today.

We begin with an assessment of the present, highlighting the norms and exclusions 
we seek to challenge in the work of decarbonisation:

We hold that climate change is a result of extractive land and labour relations and the colonial exploitation 
of the Global South. As such, its roots cannot be addressed by carbon markets or metrics alone. A more 
fundamental rearrangement of land rights, relations, and reparations is required.

We hold that our current art system, with the hypermobility of a select few artists and curators flying to and 
from mostly temporary sites of global exhibition, is not tenable for the climate or for the arts community. This 
system shares its rewards too infrequently and unevenly, deepening power differentials between the Global 
North and South and worsening the precarity of the overwhelming majority of cultural workers everywhere. 
This system disadvantages those seeking to resist high-carbon norms, frequently positioning personal career 
advancement and environmental action at odds with one another. 

We further hold that the further adoption of digital and networked technologies for the arts and society is not 
an unqualified social and ecological good. We are alarmed by the rising land and energy use requirements 
of data centres, spurred by rapidly growing trends in video streaming, indefinite archiving, and blockchain 
technologies. We nevertheless hold that the arts’ long history of critical engagement with digital media holds 
valuable lessons and alternative directions for digital infrastructures and sociotechnical practices.

We call for action across six categories of engagement, building our capacities for care, 
creativity, and decarbonisation.

Mobility
We call for a decentering of large international and temporary events that depend on the air travel and 
border crossings of a select few. In their place we call for greater local exhibitions with regional artists, as 
well as renewed forms of international exchange that do not depend on rapid transit, but instead operate 
through circuits of much slower (and subsidised) travel and digital participation.

We call for audiences to also join and be formed through these new structures of low-carbon mobility. Whether 
in policies like event discounts for patrons who arrive via public transit (or conversely penalties for frequent flyers 
at art fairs), in the formalisation of ad hoc remote access experiments developed during the pandemic, and in the 
informal practices of ‘ride along’ remote streaming and recording, we see economic, disability, and environmental 
concerns working in tandem to expand the relevance and accessibility of the arts in our local communities.

We call for artists, cultural sector institutions, and funders to collaborate in supporting these forms of lower-
carbon mobility. We call for the creation of an international directory of workers that can connect distant 
artists, curators, and scholars with local workers for remote installation and research tasks, redistributing 
funding from elite travel to the precarious many. 
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Institutions
We call for comprehensive and clear guides to the carbon impacts of arts and cultural practices that 
can provide effective advice to both individual artists and wider institutions. These should include the 
development and circulation of best practices in low-carbon events planning, digital archiving, and 
exhibition. With this information broadly in hand, we call for higher- and lower-carbon events and 
techniques to be commonly identified as such in both calls for proposals and in the public discussions 
of realised projects. We call for increased investment in and recognition of the staff expertise required 
by this work.

We call for the development and use of climate riders by artists and institutions to clarify the standards and 
compensation for the environmental impacts of cultural work, to make cultural work more accountable to 
wider communities, and to make workers’ lives more livable.

We call for institutions everywhere to respond to the climate crisis in ways commensurate to their size and 
capacities, with the largest and best funded organisations taking early and ambitious steps.

Form
We call for artists and curators to engage in the exploration and elaboration of low-carbon aesthetics—in 
both digital and analog forms. We do not seek uniformity or resolution to this category, nor do we endorse 
the banning of any single technical mode of artmaking on the grounds of emissions. Instead, we call for 
experiments with our ways of seeing, relating, and networking that bring the climate and colonial impacts 
of technology forward and present new directions for coalitional futures. We call for art that explores forms 
of wellbeing that are inseparable from the ecological and collective.

Activism
We call for artists to embed and collaborate with activists and scientists. We recognise the strategic value 
of the arts within social movements, as well as the need to integrate the concerns and relational forms of 
social movements within the art world. We affirm the arts’ capacities to drive change, rather than merely 
communicate established science, as well as the need for the arts to participate in public debates, rather 
than only those germane to the gallery.

Technology
We call for greater experiments in and support for lower-carbon tech. We urge an increased awareness 
and political engagement with the infrastructures of digital connections, including investments in open 
source software and hardware, more repairable and longer-lasting devices, and distributed and small-scale 
alternatives to the cloud. We affirm the value of artistic experiment in the imagining and prototyping of 
this work, as well as in the formation of wider eco-technical imaginaries. 

We call for state investment to these ends, recognising and legislating lower-carbon tech as a public good 
rather than an affair left to private markets alone.

Funding
We hold that our current systems of arts funding worsen the sector’s inequities through the frequent 
emphasis on singular, individual endeavours, at the cost of more collaborative and enduring possibilities. 
We further hold that these systems drive the production of a contemporary art scene that overly values 
novelty, particularly in its at times uncritical engagement with emerging and higher-carbon technologies, 
inflected as they are by industry sponsorships or the endless pursuit of higher definition aesthetics.

We begin with a call for funders to support the above work through the creation of new grant streams and 
the reformation of existing grant structures. We call for incentives and rewards for lower-carbon projects, 
regional economy work, and enhanced forms of reuse. We emphasise the specific need for additional 
support for research and community development, against the projectification of the arts in shorter and 
ever more precarious increments.
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We further call for more expansive rearrangements to the financial basis of cultural and technical labour, 
aligned with a much larger transformation of our economic system. We call for the institution of a polluter-
pays principle to energy, digital, and culture transitions, redistributing funding from extractive industries 
to support retrofits, green jobs, and collective flourishing.

We call for the recognition of arts and cultural work as a form of low-carbon labour, and so a site for greater 
public prioritisation within radically reconfigured paradigms of economic thinking. At the same time, we 
resist a politics that overly invests in the political potential of labour alone, and so join with calls for shorter 
working days and weeks, expanded public benefits, and universal access to care. These are the conditions 
in which the arts can become an endeavour of many and a more public good.

This is a future to be won through collective struggle. 
We urge you to join in the work of bringing the world into being.

Experiment with lower-carbon modes of art production, both in the technical and aesthetic forms of practice 
and in the networks of labour, mobility, and prestige that mediate its exhibition. 

Find allies and collaborators, build coalitions, redistribute resources, and forward new norms. End the 
star system. Deepen local roots and global solidarities. Join with existing climate and social movements 
to support each other’s efforts and to articulate mutual demands. Make art a greater part of protest; make 
protest a greater part of art.

Create and organise within art and tech worker collectives. Unionise. Run for a leadership position in a 
union. Build campaigns that target cultural ministries, funders, major institutions, extractive industries 
and big tech. Fight for the dignity of all and for art on a livable planet.
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The Problem

The problem will ground our collective inquiry. Do we agree that it is well framed? Could it be productively narrowed, expanded, or reframed?

How can the arts sector digitally decarbonise (x2) in a way that is both

positively ecologically impactful and socially just?

Gallery of Potential Actions 
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would form a significant part of the actions that lead to the scenario conditions described below. Some actions

will almost certainly appear in multiple scenarios.   

10 + 5 minutes

Mapping Action Potentials

Reform groups around actions that you find particularly exciting or important. As a group, map your action on the chart below,

evaluating the likely carbon mitigation that would follow and the amount of disruptive power you would need to mobilise to secure

the wide adoption of your action in its target constituency.
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Dr Danielle-Maria Admiss
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Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline is a
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justice for the arts sector and beyond. Through
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Picker Trust and Arts Council England.
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England,

Creative

Scotland

art washers

adoption and

theories of change

in philanthropy will

change 

Large institutions

want to have brands

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Lo-Fi

Aesthetics

established

hi-fi artists

and

gallarists

tech

companies that

give grants/

promo to

media arts

hi-tech

media arts

training

orgs?

hacker-y,

open tech

folks

artists without

huge budgets

and new tech

artists that

feel

constrained

by limitations

NFT

advocates

arts orgs that

don't think this

art is sellable

to the public

curators

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Art and activism - art deputies network

Local  techs

and tech

students etc

artists - don't get

the travel

experience (esp

newer/emerging

artists) or real life

serendipity meeting

institutions

who want

international

guests &

participation

Majority

world

artists
Local

audiences

and artists

Online talks -

big win for

marginalised

audiences

Non carbon-

aware

curators and

funders

airlines

majority world

audiences who

are happy the

artist talks are

remote and

online

artists who

are unable

to or don't

want to fly

Action:

TIP: winners + allies / losers + enemies will not necessarily correspond...

Climate action remains focused on insignificant or unsuccessful actions

during critical years, while the disruptive impacts of global warming

prove to be worse and more immediate than expected. The arts sector

struggles to negotiate its purpose in a rapidly changing world, and to

account for its lack of success in preventing it from coming to pass.

Form

Apocalypse Soon:

The pursuit of carbon accounting and mitigation work unfolds through

a sharp increase in proprietary sensors, platforms, and data

management processes. It's never been easier to determine (and

govern through) standardised carbon metrics, resulting in significant

cross-sectoral mitigation cuts. Big tech's market shares and political

powers, however, are vastly increased. The arts sector struggles to

make a case for actions that fall outside these mitigation logics.

Big Tech Takes Control

The arts sector proves to be an influential place for new low-carbon

practices to be tabled and evaluated. Ideas and values successfully

move from the sector to other institutions and publics, driving in

change in ways that far exceed strict carbon accounting. 

The Arts as a Norms Incubator Scenario TBD

Climate action proceeds predominantly though reductive measures,

corresponding with budget cuts and strict carbon accounting

measures. Equity considerations remain absent from green policy. The

arts sector is left scrambling to do more with less (especially

internationally).

The Rise of Green Austerity

(Held for any particular scenarios that pop up during our discussions)

Zoom with your mouse wheel, or the map in

the bottom right

Add text by selecting the 'Text' box on the

left 

Link to the contextual data board
Open mural

Select multiple notes with shift + hold click +

drag mouse

Drafting Consensus Statement

As a single group, we will move through the framework below, charting where we broadly agree and

disagree, producing a short document that can be circulated to express our joint proposal to address the

problem.

30 minutes

Shared Concerns About the Future

(Pin board for additional ideas) (Pin board for additional ideas)

Precarity for

freelancers - inability

to make low-carbon

choices. Outsized

voice of most

powerful

High-tech approach

is favoured at

expense of lower

carbon/tech

practices

Climate change is a

colonial issue. Land

rights, reparations,

not currently part of

carbon metrics.

Too much

flying /

temp 1-off

events

perception of

climate action

being costly

Emphasis

on new

work in art

world

Durable art like

public outdoor

sculpture, vs

ephermeral art -

e.g. performances

Data center

land use

Artists have to

choose btw

enviro actions/

career

advancement

Model of success is

individualistic

(education/funding

don't reward

collaboration)

Disconnect btw

creative practitioners

and policy makers re:

energy. Arts aren't

addressed as sector in

climate action.

If you want arts

funding, you need

high-tech angle.

Funding/institiutions

drives artists towards

high-carbon tech

We need more

art/sci/tech

collaboration

Commissioners /

funders not making

responsible decisions

and requesting work

on AI/blockchain etc

disregard for artisanal and

community practices at the cost of

promoting of new media art

uncritically aligned with CISCO

industry trends predictions

centralisation and

biennalisation of the

art "system". can we

learn from Fluxus

networks and

actions?

Shared Concerns About the Present

Remaining Uncertainties

Mobility Form
Funding institutional

arrangements
Tech Activist

more activist art!

Esp. embedded in

social movements

Basic goods

and services

for artists

Paying attention to 'the

plumbing' of all events,

on- and offline. Like the

Zoom land

acknowledgement) 

Institutions look for

other ways to pay

artists than just

artist talks (travel)

Connection between

ecological impacts

and commiunity

health and wellbeing

Channels for input

into policy (beyond

cultural policy and

into energy,

sustainability)

consultations with

local communities

about how arts

activities affect

them

Low carbon impact

analysis for publicly

supported, esp

institutionally

supported arts

projects

I think Tega;s point

about ecotech

imaginaries is

really important

Structured art-sci

collaborations esp in

realm of citizen science,

education and advocacy

- e.g. artists to work with

the

 Tyndall Centre

Exhib makers dont

expect artists to install

their own work, build

local teams incl. tech

to do so (travel

reduction)

The valuing of arts practice

as influencing culture

change (but without

instrumentalising i.e. artists

just deliver messages from

scientists)

Funding criteria

that rewards

art-science-

tech r+d 

a green new deal for the

arts: public investment in

the arts as low-carbon

work/lesiure

Particularly media arts

curators should expand

diversity of low-fi

aesthetics and forms -

more inclusive, less

carbon heavy

Care networks that are able to be

flexible and modifiable (situated to

their location) and adaptable to

changing practice-led needs

taking into account the history

of climate change as colonial

and ensuring that social/racial/

disability justice is included in

the wider climate justice

approach for arts education,

creation and funding 

low carbon

guidelines for

funded orgs/

individuals

bearing in mind the

labour "behind the

scenes" and how

they might benefit

Funding pots

specifically for low-

carbon artworks

and projects

carbon impact

estimation

included in

proposals

Low carbon & 

planned longevity,

repairable Open

Source hard- and

software

A healthier

planet!!

Climate riders!

And powerful

artist unions to

push them

forward

local voices and/or input

from those who are

currentl highliy

impacted by climate

ermergency but not

heard (women, POC,

people with disabilities) 

rethinking well-

being as

inseparate from

the ecological

and the collective

A healthier

Creative Art

Sector

Industry level best

practice publication -

simple steps to reduce

carbon (compounding) ie

dont host zoom talks

online forever

reparative gestures

towards the majority world

by way of pro-active

curation that  ensures that

the same few people

don't dominate the art

circuit

REGENERATIVE

RELATIONSHIPS

/

PARTNERSHIPS

ACROSS

BORDERS

Concerned a little about

banning content as

unnecessary discussion,

seems like anathema to

the arts.

Research! Needs

resourcing and

valuing — artists

AND orgs

participatory art that

partners with the

environment that it is

produced in

Multiple Tactics; Multiple Scales

Funding for

labour involved

in sustainable

community

projects

Hiring tech and

buying 2nd hand

where possible

instead of always

new

Simple easy-to-

access info and

guidelines about

impacts of

production

labels on materials

& equipment about

supply chains 

- can blockchain be

low carbon?

support for finding

other ways to travel.

Eg. can u take a train,

can orgs pair up so

you fly for x 3 events

rather than just 1?

ensuring digital

collateral

(websites, apps

etc) are also

measured for

carbon impact

Recognising scale /

scaling

responsibilities

based on resources/

capacity

support and

develop

technological

imaginaries that

critically rethink

"progress" and

novelty

Shift art from the

gallery to the

everyday - e.g.

change its role in

society (oops just

done myself out of

a job)

Consequences for

high polluters / i.e.

still believe polluter

pays is important

for healing

Tech as

public

good

Curators need to

both look more

at local artists

(reduce travel)

A method for

sharing good,

scaleable case

studies or

practice 

I love a shorter work week

(with equal pay) but worry

about the precarious/

freelancers out there

compulsory

off-time (1-2

days a week)

Prototype electronics methods

are always artisanal at first -- more

support for electronics oriented

artisans and exhibitions - esp

open tech

a livable

planet

i agree, also easy to

falsify (like all data)

I dont think this burden

should be placed on artists

- if institutions maybe

universal basic

services for

everyone? Enable

everyone to be an

artist!

It's possible to make things

look slick and be lo-fi, I'm

wary that everything will get

a particular 'look'

i worry that the emphasis on

electronics comes at a big

enviro cost. How to

emphasize other practices?

A way for individuals/

philanthropists to fund/

support decarbonisations in

arts orgs 

a hefty carbon

tariff paid by art

collectors

everytime they fly

to / attend an art

fair 

Points of Agreement (aka What Do We Want?)

The ideas collated from the workshop will be used to create an open source consensus

statement. This will comprise a summary of the issues gathered from the opinions of the

group and feature a set of guidelines moving forward. The document will be published as

part of the Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline decarbonisation plan and is intended as a

guide and resource for individuals and arts organisations in their own decarbonisation

journey. For example, it may be used to start a conversation between an artist or

freelancer with the commissioning art organisation or be used as a departure point for an

arts organisation updating their environmental policy. 

By agreeing to participate in the workshop you are agreeing to the premise and structure

of the project

Partners

Support everyone's right to be heard

Be respectful and encouraging to others
Lock and unlock items for editing by clicking

on the    icon

Radek Przedpełski

Idea ready

for rapid

discussion

Rapid

consensus

found

Paused for

further

discussion

Consensus

not found
Colour codes:

TIP: This is going to move very quickly!

Anne Pasek

Angela

YT

Chan

Chris Wright,

FutureEverything

Lara Houston

Lou

Hargreaves

Gretta Louw http://

grettalouw.com/

Ellie

Harrison

Tega Brain

http://tegabrain.com/

Laura

Clarke

Jane

Lawson

Brian

Sutherland

Padmini

Ray Murray

Marloes

Julie

Freeman

Maya Chowdhrymartino

(Constant)

(suggestions

which other

sectors could

follow)

(with impacts beyond the arts sector alone)

Irini

Papadimitriou

All server

farms onto

renewables

rebalancing travel

opportunities between

emerging/established

artists (like the

frequent flyer levy)

need to balance

the discursive,

symbolic impact of

work with the

material impacts of

the practice

Model successful

low-carbon impact

careers (eg. Ellie's

glasgo project

engaged w/ this)

Against a

neoliberal

funding

model

Small

business

owners

Funder buy in to

support low carbon,

environmental sound

practices

eg put money where

the issues are (open

source soft-and

hardware)

Marija

Bozinovska

Jones

(MBJ)

Support for art /

activist

collaborations;

Climate change

version of  V&As

Disobedient

Objects?

Rethink of Biennale

model; all traveling

artists to use slow

travel, e.g. sailing boat

like Philastine and to

get paid for their travel

time

funding criteria that

rewards free-

software, small-scale,

re-using,

interdependent

practices

would love to see tech

companies support creative

work on low carbon

practices/tech like they have

on AI, blockchin etc. (but the

problem is always - what is

the business incentive for

this)

Funding incentives for

low carbon art - to

include all aspects of

production and display/

the less carbon, the

more dosh!

Reduction in

audience travel

impacts, e.g.

discount tickets for

using public

transport

more programs

encouraging artists to

engage with activism.

Projects to create

political pressure etc.

Rather than low-

carbon tag lines

use the tag high-

carbon for

everything that

isn't

Art-world infrastructure

(institutions, galleries,

funders etc) should look

for networking

opportunities for artists

that don't require travel

(might affect cross-

cultural experiences, tho)

Low carbon and sociality -

the 'ride along' 5G event

(invite a friend at a

distance to not fly, but to)

facetime over mobile a

cultural event (w

appropriate audio

affordances)

How to

implement/ do

effective

advocacy? How

to help people

start?

and also

increasing

reparability/

reuse markets

What's Part 2?

What about

implementation?

} How to turn this

into an art world

green new deal?

How to move

across borders?

How do we build

power within

existing orgs/

institutions, and

how do we also

move outside

them?
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Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline is a collaborative literacy and climate justice project in search of transformative 
and regenerative repair for the art sector and beyond. It was initiated and led by Dani Admiss. Commissioned 

by the Stanley Picker Gallery, Kingston University. www.sunlightdoesntneedapipeline.com

DISRUPTIVE POWER REQUIRED

Climate Rider:

that is also an

artist's union

Funder buy in to

support low carbon,

environmental sound

practices

eg put money where

the issues are 

Artist-run

mesh nets

artworks that deal

with climate change

must be lofi and non

resource intensive -

and should not be

funded or displayed if

not

Project example: UK

Climate camps - seeds

other climate camps

(french airport

example - the zad -

successful resistance

to planned airport).

Against a neoliberal funding

model: rethinking what is

valued and the metrics used

to measure 'value' i.e.

research, more dispersed or

less 'public' activity, non-

product based outcomes,

changing perceptions about

audiences

institutions to pay:

- environmental impact of project (ie.

materials and transport)

- artist pension 

- climate literacy and public programme for

local community as part of commissioned

artwork

-Repair and recycle all electronics if they

buy it

Local Supply

chains =

PRESTON

MODEL keeping

money locally

mapping of

local

infrastructure

a scoring system for

carbon emissions,

cost of human

labour of artworks:

for that to influence

funding decisions

lobbying of

local

decision

makers

like an accessibility rider

that comes from the

grassroots but is

genuinely supported by

institutions and the

sector by legalisation 

how to account for

accountaiblity/avoid

nepotism/fraud?

are their

carbon

savings of

the Preston

model?

Budgets that are worked with as a small

org - going to be behind the objectives

but have less funds

Pay into a funding body that gives pub

liability plus also pension - third party

body / protectorate. 

Importance of transparency, e.g. on

investments - divestment movement,

not just arts orgs - unis

Active defunding of cultural sector,

avoiding divide and conquer tactics

Network of local

art fixers/

installers/project

hosts to reduce

flying

(investment into

open source

hardware/

software). A % for

each project goes

in?

artists practicing what

they preach by making

low carbon choices

whilst still remaining

'cool' and having

aspirational lifestyles!

Make impact - thinking

about content of work

being exemplars of low

carbon tech or processes,

using art to draw attention

and raise awareness as

that's what we good at.

Examples: https://

labo.zone/?lang=en

https://c4aa.org/

working with /

as activist in the

space. i.e.

labo.zone

promote

small-file

media!

Individual Freelancers

for online events,

promote low-

bandwith video

streaming

Creative ways of

thinking about

internationa

exchangel

Being part

of a larger

group of

peers

Small/Artist Run Galleries

New

foundation

for low-

carbon art?

Private Funders

Cultural Sector Coalitions

ereuse.org

reconditions 30,000

government

computers a year and

donates them - valuing

energy of manufacture

Donate old computing

equipment to the arts

sector. 80% of the

energy a computer

uses in lifetime is

embodied energy

Regulating

social

media

Carbon reporting

requirements for

all institutions

recieving public

funding

Support repair

oriented open

technical works.

e.g. Open Laptop,

Open eReader etc.

Solar products in

the market -

Samsung Guru,

Blue Earth, LG

GD510, NC215S

netbook

State Regulators

Cultural Sector Workers Tech Workers

Tech Sector Worker Coalitions

Tech Companies

Have more

fallow periods

/ periods of

shutdown

Diversification of

aesthetics - going

beyond the hi-tech,

high-carbon

aesthetics that are so

glorified at the

moment

Large/State Run Galleries

A local circular

economy – the

Preston model of

procurement

Green Web

Hosting

Findign a way

to make the

carbon footprint

of AI art visible

Advocacy re:

climate

riders. New

norms

Write best

practices

re: digital

archiving

Culture

Declares

Make carbon

footprint of

microelectronics

visible

design

longer-

lasting tech

Public Funders

Starting a lo-

fi aestethic

movements

Low carbon

platforms

(alternatives to zoom

and to mural)

Finding a way

to make the

carbon footprint

of NFTs visible

low carbon guidelines for

funded organisations

- for renewable energy

supply, data servers

- travel

-catering

-procurement

-materials etc

4 day week

Repairable hardware/

devices

empower artists to

follow less carbon

intensive aesthetics,

education and also

awareness of how

'trends' are moving

towards quite carbon

intensive

Legal frameworks

.. could there be a

corollary to GDPR

Funding

programs aimed

at low-fi, or low-

carbon tools,

aesthetics etc

Mandatory reporting

on supply chains

and emissions by

platforms

coming together

to start our own

large-scale

renewable

energy

generation

moving off the cloud as much as

possible, or at least develop a

culture for questioning these sort of

dependencies in your organisation/

collective/institution..

Incentivizes to

make low

carbon web

platforms

Banning

'bad' digital

content

change and challenge

audience perceptions as

to what counts as cutting-

edge art media (not

necessarily larger urban

projections or energy-

intensive mixed reality

experiences)

Increased

repairability for

server farms (EU

working on

Ecodesign regs

for this)

Ban NFTS

Aesthetic values -

large scale, LED

being seen as

‘good' - 'design

perfection' ideals

Increase

electronics

repairability

(applicable to all

sectors really)

End internal

flights for artists/

arts

organisations.

Also flights

within Europe.

Environmental

regulations for tech

products produced -

statements on solar/

wind energy used to

produce these

Asking for

accountability

statements

from artists re:

climate justice

Max carbon

footprint for

NFTs

share

information

on good

practice

agreed standards/

examplars of good

practiceor not re:

Global

South??

Produce low

energy

microcomputing

solutions

Contracts

that deal

with climate

justice

Protocol for personal

'good digital carbon

housekeeping' - I had

no idea video on the

cloud 'cost' so much

carbon

List of

approved

suppliers -

low carbon

impact

info about

carbon

footprint of

data

contracts that

address digital

archive life/

compression

Is there a role for

optimising

infrastructure via

decentralisation?

Examples from

decentralised

rendering for

computer animation

Repairability

index for

electronics

also how to link in other

perspectives?

decentralisation and

home-hosting bring a

lot of other (political)

dynamics while maybe

not being strictly more

energy-efficient?

Annual data

carbon

ration

Legislation around

digital tech being

powered by

renewables

Self-destruct for

digital files and

online files or

keep it locally

'Climate

justice rider'

limit cloud

storage

Implement

contraction

and

convergence

Insist on open standards

for hardware to ensure

repair.  Oddly US dept of

defence procurement is

good at this.  Submarines

last decades and must be

repaired.

Alternative

metaphors for the

cloud - i.e. that these

are material

datacentres not fluffy

water vapour

Server farms

to upgrade to

more efficient

processors

Comparison of

impacts of

storage on

individual hard

drives vs cloud

storage

Something here about

'whataboutery' - use

of digital data as

implicating people.

Purity arguments used

by climate sceptics

Increased

repairability for

server farms (EU

working on

Ecodesign regs

for this)

all server forms

onto renewables

What is total

energy usage of

server farms?

valuing activity

that is

decentralised,

small-scale or

dispersed

using

biomaterials

for

biobatteries,

dna storgae

Valuing activity that is

not 'product' based in

terms of outputs /

stop enforcing a

neoliberal approach

artistic production

Design for

repairability

Is there a role for

optimising infrastructure

via decentralisation?

Examples from

decentralised rendering

for computer animation

also how to link in other

perspectives?

decentralisation and

home-hosting bring a lot

of other (political)

dynamics while maybe

not being strictly more

energy-efficient?

Implement

contraction

and

convergence

Server farms to

upgrade to

more efficient

processors

Norms around

what is 'best'

overspecification

of digital tech

using

biomaterials

for

biobatteries,

dna storgae

Arts festivals/events

that are distributed

and running in local

nodes, rather than

requiring a lot of flying

Sharing

equipment

and assets

between

organisations

Make it okay to

buy second

hand equipment

w/public funds

switching off

artworks in

galleries when

no-one is

looking

Built in applications to

track power use.

Samsung NC215S

tracks power

generated from its

solar panel.

Could arts funding

address this? Funding

that is about

maintenance or

incentivizes low

carbon practices?

moving off corporate

cloud as much as

possible, or at least

develop a culture for

questioning these sort of

dependencies in your

organisation/collective/

institution..

Optimising

infrastructure via

decentralisation?

Examples from

decentralised

rendering for computer

animation

Regulate/ limit

NFTs,

cryptocurrency

and AI-

generated

artworks

Team up with local

transport orgs to provide

subsidised public

transport for audiences -

provide incentives, e.g.

discount tickets for

traveling by public

transport//bike

for online events,

promote low-

bandwith video

streaming

Regulating

against

planned

obsolesence

The Problem

The problem will ground our collective inquiry. Do we agree that it is well framed? Could it be productively narrowed, expanded, or reframed?

How can the arts sector digitally decarbonise (x2) in a way that is both

positively ecologically impactful and socially just?

Gallery of Potential Actions 

Brainstorm all the potential actions your group can imagine that might, in a large or small way, contribute to resolving the problem, then sort them

into the constituency that is best able to forward your actions. Some ideas may fit in more than one grouping. Keep these principles of

brainstorming in mind:

Defer

judgment

Go for

volume
Be visual

Build on the

ideas of others
Stay on topic

Encourage

wild ideas

TIP: Double click on a blank

area to generate a new sticky

note.

Grouping Ideas into Distinct Scenarios

15 + 15 minutes

Working in informal groups, or independently, copy and paste actions from anywhere on the board that you think

would form a significant part of the actions that lead to the scenario conditions described below. Some actions

will almost certainly appear in multiple scenarios.   

10 + 5 minutes

Mapping Action Potentials

Reform groups around actions that you find particularly exciting or important. As a group, map your action on the chart below,

evaluating the likely carbon mitigation that would follow and the amount of disruptive power you would need to mobilise to secure

the wide adoption of your action in its target constituency.

15 + 10 minutes

5 minutes

DIGITAL +

DECARBONISATION IN

THE ARTS

A participatory mapping of potential

actions and impacts

Double-click on a blank part of the screen

to create a sticky note

Ctrl + z to undo actions

Protocols for Productive Collaboration How to Use Mural Resources

Dr Danielle-Maria Admiss

Invitees
Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline is a

collaborative literacy and climate justice project

in search of transformative and regenerative

justice for the arts sector and beyond. Through

cooperative learning, public engagement,

publishing, and a community festival, together

we are co-creating an open-source

decarbonisation plan for art workers, which will

be published at the end of 2022. The project

was commissioned by Stanley Picker Gallery,

Kingston University and it is funded by Stanley

Picker Trust and Arts Council England.
Open link

TIP: Use the cursors to point at where a sticky note should go on the grid during group deliberations.

Mapping Social Impacts

In groups, select an idea that is particularly compelling. Brainstorm the potential social effects of this action, focusing on groups

that will likely experience negative or positive impacts if this it is broadly adopted (winners vs. losers) and those that are likely to

mobilise support or opposition to this outcome (allies vs. enemies).

15 + 15 minutes

winners losers

allies enemies

Local Supply

chains =

PRESTON

MODEL keeping

money locally

local

suppliers

non-local

suppliers

external

networks

(nationally or

internationally)

possibly impact

on global south

if sourced there

larger

suppliers,

bigger multi

national

corporations

local artists

local council

authorities

could be allies
local council

authorities

could be

enemies

global

networks - if

all localities

take this

approach?

Action:

[More Names]
If you can't achieve consensus, aim to 'achieve

disagreement'

View differences of opinion as

usefully indicative of broader opinion groups,

rather than as a barrier to be overcome

Keep jargon to a minimum

Arts spending is swept up in a massive state program promoting green

infrastructure and low-carbon work. In the process, arts and arts

institutions are embedded in new community initiatives, helping to

shape and sell public works programs with an emphasis on rectifying

historic inequities.

YES

A Green New Deal for the Arts

TIP: Select a sticky note and

click the pencil icon in the

menu to sketch.

Small to large scale constituencies

B
o

tt
o

m
-u

p
 t

o
 t

o
p

-d
o

w
n

 a
c
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rs

Another constituency [drag and rename me]

Another constituency [drag and rename me] Another constituency [drag and rename me]

D
E

C
A

R
B

O
N

IS
A

T
IO

N
 P

O
T

E
N

T
IA

L

winners losers

allies enemies

Eco activists

  conservationists

Artists

researchers

working

across

disciplines

communities

of interest

indigenous

communites

Large orgs whose

business models rely

on high visitor

numbers / income

generation for

'experiences'

Climate

scientists

Large

national 

touring

collections

corporate

sponsors

'progressive

local

authorities'?

The Tory

party / other

right-wing

idealogues

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

big tech

corporations

ICT departments of

big institutions

("open source is less

secure")

communities, art

institutions and

concerned

individuals :)

open source

developers

crowdfunding folks

individuals can

choose more

environmental &

ethical products

big tech

corporations

(appropriation)

artistis (no need to

art wash high

carbon products

and services, can

choose a more

ethical medium)

those who want to

profit from mass selling

ecologicaly unsound

products - but as least

they'll have a liveable

planet!

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Climate

Justice Rider

Artists (but also

everyone,

benefitting from a

healthy cultural

sector)

Using existing

frameworks to achieve

some aspects, e.g.

procurement

frameworks (Scotgov

example)

Small arts

orgs (less

budget)

Depends on the timeline

of your transition - if

something is generated

by grassroots 'sacrifice'

then adopted

(mainstreamed)

Large arts

org (e.g.

Tate)

Arts Council

England,

Creative

Scotland

art washers

adoption and

theories of change

in philanthropy will

change 

Large institutions

want to have brands

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Lo-Fi

Aesthetics

established

hi-fi artists

and

gallarists

tech

companies that

give grants/

promo to

media arts

hi-tech

media arts

training

orgs?

hacker-y,

open tech

folks

artists without

huge budgets

and new tech

artists that

feel

constrained

by limitations

NFT

advocates

arts orgs that

don't think this

art is sellable

to the public

curators

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Art and activism - art deputies network

Local  techs

and tech

students etc

artists - don't get

the travel

experience (esp

newer/emerging

artists) or real life

serendipity meeting

institutions

who want

international

guests &

participation

Majority

world

artists
Local

audiences

and artists

Online talks -

big win for

marginalised

audiences

Non carbon-

aware

curators and

funders

airlines

majority world

audiences who

are happy the

artist talks are

remote and

online

artists who

are unable

to or don't

want to fly

Action:

TIP: winners + allies / losers + enemies will not necessarily correspond...

Climate action remains focused on insignificant or unsuccessful actions

during critical years, while the disruptive impacts of global warming

prove to be worse and more immediate than expected. The arts sector

struggles to negotiate its purpose in a rapidly changing world, and to

account for its lack of success in preventing it from coming to pass.

Form

Apocalypse Soon:

The pursuit of carbon accounting and mitigation work unfolds through

a sharp increase in proprietary sensors, platforms, and data

management processes. It's never been easier to determine (and

govern through) standardised carbon metrics, resulting in significant

cross-sectoral mitigation cuts. Big tech's market shares and political

powers, however, are vastly increased. The arts sector struggles to

make a case for actions that fall outside these mitigation logics.

Big Tech Takes Control

The arts sector proves to be an influential place for new low-carbon

practices to be tabled and evaluated. Ideas and values successfully

move from the sector to other institutions and publics, driving in

change in ways that far exceed strict carbon accounting. 

The Arts as a Norms Incubator Scenario TBD

Climate action proceeds predominantly though reductive measures,

corresponding with budget cuts and strict carbon accounting

measures. Equity considerations remain absent from green policy. The

arts sector is left scrambling to do more with less (especially

internationally).

The Rise of Green Austerity

(Held for any particular scenarios that pop up during our discussions)

Zoom with your mouse wheel, or the map in

the bottom right

Add text by selecting the 'Text' box on the

left 

Link to the contextual data board
Open mural

Select multiple notes with shift + hold click +

drag mouse

Drafting Consensus Statement

As a single group, we will move through the framework below, charting where we broadly agree and

disagree, producing a short document that can be circulated to express our joint proposal to address the

problem.

30 minutes

Shared Concerns About the Future

(Pin board for additional ideas) (Pin board for additional ideas)

Precarity for

freelancers - inability

to make low-carbon

choices. Outsized

voice of most

powerful

High-tech approach

is favoured at

expense of lower

carbon/tech

practices

Climate change is a

colonial issue. Land

rights, reparations,

not currently part of

carbon metrics.

Too much

flying /

temp 1-off

events

perception of

climate action

being costly

Emphasis

on new

work in art

world

Durable art like

public outdoor

sculpture, vs

ephermeral art -

e.g. performances

Data center

land use

Artists have to

choose btw

enviro actions/

career

advancement

Model of success is

individualistic

(education/funding

don't reward

collaboration)

Disconnect btw

creative practitioners

and policy makers re:

energy. Arts aren't

addressed as sector in

climate action.

If you want arts

funding, you need

high-tech angle.

Funding/institiutions

drives artists towards

high-carbon tech

We need more

art/sci/tech

collaboration

Commissioners /

funders not making

responsible decisions

and requesting work

on AI/blockchain etc

disregard for artisanal and

community practices at the cost of

promoting of new media art

uncritically aligned with CISCO

industry trends predictions

centralisation and

biennalisation of the

art "system". can we

learn from Fluxus

networks and

actions?

Shared Concerns About the Present

Remaining Uncertainties

Mobility Form
Funding institutional

arrangements
Tech Activist

more activist art!

Esp. embedded in

social movements

Basic goods

and services

for artists

Paying attention to 'the

plumbing' of all events,

on- and offline. Like the

Zoom land

acknowledgement) 

Institutions look for

other ways to pay

artists than just

artist talks (travel)

Connection between

ecological impacts

and commiunity

health and wellbeing

Channels for input

into policy (beyond

cultural policy and

into energy,

sustainability)

consultations with

local communities

about how arts

activities affect

them

Low carbon impact

analysis for publicly

supported, esp

institutionally

supported arts

projects

I think Tega;s point

about ecotech

imaginaries is

really important

Structured art-sci

collaborations esp in

realm of citizen science,

education and advocacy

- e.g. artists to work with

the

 Tyndall Centre

Exhib makers dont

expect artists to install

their own work, build

local teams incl. tech

to do so (travel

reduction)

The valuing of arts practice

as influencing culture

change (but without

instrumentalising i.e. artists

just deliver messages from

scientists)

Funding criteria

that rewards

art-science-

tech r+d 

a green new deal for the

arts: public investment in

the arts as low-carbon

work/lesiure

Particularly media arts

curators should expand

diversity of low-fi

aesthetics and forms -

more inclusive, less

carbon heavy

Care networks that are able to be

flexible and modifiable (situated to

their location) and adaptable to

changing practice-led needs

taking into account the history

of climate change as colonial

and ensuring that social/racial/

disability justice is included in

the wider climate justice

approach for arts education,

creation and funding 

low carbon

guidelines for

funded orgs/

individuals

bearing in mind the

labour "behind the

scenes" and how

they might benefit

Funding pots

specifically for low-

carbon artworks

and projects

carbon impact

estimation

included in

proposals

Low carbon & 

planned longevity,

repairable Open

Source hard- and

software

A healthier

planet!!

Climate riders!

And powerful

artist unions to

push them

forward

local voices and/or input

from those who are

currentl highliy

impacted by climate

ermergency but not

heard (women, POC,

people with disabilities) 

rethinking well-

being as

inseparate from

the ecological

and the collective

A healthier

Creative Art

Sector

Industry level best

practice publication -

simple steps to reduce

carbon (compounding) ie

dont host zoom talks

online forever

reparative gestures

towards the majority world

by way of pro-active

curation that  ensures that

the same few people

don't dominate the art

circuit

REGENERATIVE

RELATIONSHIPS

/

PARTNERSHIPS

ACROSS

BORDERS

Concerned a little about

banning content as

unnecessary discussion,

seems like anathema to

the arts.

Research! Needs

resourcing and

valuing — artists

AND orgs

participatory art that

partners with the

environment that it is

produced in

Multiple Tactics; Multiple Scales

Funding for

labour involved

in sustainable

community

projects

Hiring tech and

buying 2nd hand

where possible

instead of always

new

Simple easy-to-

access info and

guidelines about

impacts of

production

labels on materials

& equipment about

supply chains 

- can blockchain be

low carbon?

support for finding

other ways to travel.

Eg. can u take a train,

can orgs pair up so

you fly for x 3 events

rather than just 1?

ensuring digital

collateral

(websites, apps

etc) are also

measured for

carbon impact

Recognising scale /

scaling

responsibilities

based on resources/

capacity

support and

develop

technological

imaginaries that

critically rethink

"progress" and

novelty

Shift art from the

gallery to the

everyday - e.g.

change its role in

society (oops just

done myself out of

a job)

Consequences for

high polluters / i.e.

still believe polluter

pays is important

for healing

Tech as

public

good

Curators need to

both look more

at local artists

(reduce travel)

A method for

sharing good,

scaleable case

studies or

practice 

I love a shorter work week

(with equal pay) but worry

about the precarious/

freelancers out there

compulsory

off-time (1-2

days a week)

Prototype electronics methods

are always artisanal at first -- more

support for electronics oriented

artisans and exhibitions - esp

open tech

a livable

planet

i agree, also easy to

falsify (like all data)

I dont think this burden

should be placed on artists

- if institutions maybe

universal basic

services for

everyone? Enable

everyone to be an

artist!

It's possible to make things

look slick and be lo-fi, I'm

wary that everything will get

a particular 'look'

i worry that the emphasis on

electronics comes at a big

enviro cost. How to

emphasize other practices?

A way for individuals/

philanthropists to fund/

support decarbonisations in

arts orgs 

a hefty carbon

tariff paid by art

collectors

everytime they fly

to / attend an art

fair 

Points of Agreement (aka What Do We Want?)

The ideas collated from the workshop will be used to create an open source consensus

statement. This will comprise a summary of the issues gathered from the opinions of the

group and feature a set of guidelines moving forward. The document will be published as

part of the Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline decarbonisation plan and is intended as a

guide and resource for individuals and arts organisations in their own decarbonisation

journey. For example, it may be used to start a conversation between an artist or

freelancer with the commissioning art organisation or be used as a departure point for an

arts organisation updating their environmental policy. 

By agreeing to participate in the workshop you are agreeing to the premise and structure

of the project

Partners

Support everyone's right to be heard

Be respectful and encouraging to others
Lock and unlock items for editing by clicking

on the    icon

Radek Przedpełski

Idea ready

for rapid

discussion

Rapid

consensus

found

Paused for

further

discussion

Consensus

not found
Colour codes:

TIP: This is going to move very quickly!

Anne Pasek

Angela

YT

Chan

Chris Wright,

FutureEverything

Lara Houston

Lou

Hargreaves

Gretta Louw http://

grettalouw.com/

Ellie

Harrison

Tega Brain

http://tegabrain.com/

Laura

Clarke

Jane

Lawson

Brian

Sutherland

Padmini

Ray Murray

Marloes

Julie

Freeman

Maya Chowdhrymartino

(Constant)

(suggestions

which other

sectors could

follow)

(with impacts beyond the arts sector alone)

Irini

Papadimitriou

All server

farms onto

renewables

rebalancing travel

opportunities between

emerging/established

artists (like the

frequent flyer levy)

need to balance

the discursive,

symbolic impact of

work with the

material impacts of

the practice

Model successful

low-carbon impact

careers (eg. Ellie's

glasgo project

engaged w/ this)

Against a

neoliberal

funding

model

Small

business

owners

Funder buy in to

support low carbon,

environmental sound

practices

eg put money where

the issues are (open

source soft-and

hardware)

Marija

Bozinovska

Jones

(MBJ)

Support for art /

activist

collaborations;

Climate change

version of  V&As

Disobedient

Objects?

Rethink of Biennale

model; all traveling

artists to use slow

travel, e.g. sailing boat

like Philastine and to

get paid for their travel

time

funding criteria that

rewards free-

software, small-scale,

re-using,

interdependent

practices

would love to see tech

companies support creative

work on low carbon

practices/tech like they have

on AI, blockchin etc. (but the

problem is always - what is

the business incentive for

this)

Funding incentives for

low carbon art - to

include all aspects of

production and display/

the less carbon, the

more dosh!

Reduction in

audience travel

impacts, e.g.

discount tickets for

using public

transport

more programs

encouraging artists to

engage with activism.

Projects to create

political pressure etc.

Rather than low-

carbon tag lines

use the tag high-

carbon for

everything that

isn't

Art-world infrastructure

(institutions, galleries,

funders etc) should look

for networking

opportunities for artists

that don't require travel

(might affect cross-

cultural experiences, tho)

Low carbon and sociality -

the 'ride along' 5G event

(invite a friend at a

distance to not fly, but to)

facetime over mobile a

cultural event (w

appropriate audio

affordances)

How to

implement/ do

effective

advocacy? How

to help people

start?

and also

increasing

reparability/

reuse markets

What's Part 2?

What about

implementation?

} How to turn this

into an art world

green new deal?

How to move

across borders?

How do we build

power within

existing orgs/

institutions, and

how do we also

move outside

them?
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Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline is a collaborative literacy and climate justice project in search of transformative 
and regenerative repair for the art sector and beyond. It was initiated and led by Dani Admiss. Commissioned 

by the Stanley Picker Gallery, Kingston University. www.sunlightdoesntneedapipeline.com

DISRUPTIVE POWER REQUIRED

Climate Rider:

that is also an

artist's union

Funder buy in to

support low carbon,

environmental sound

practices

eg put money where

the issues are 

Artist-run

mesh nets

artworks that deal

with climate change

must be lofi and non

resource intensive -

and should not be

funded or displayed if

not

Project example: UK

Climate camps - seeds

other climate camps

(french airport

example - the zad -

successful resistance

to planned airport).

Against a neoliberal funding

model: rethinking what is

valued and the metrics used

to measure 'value' i.e.

research, more dispersed or

less 'public' activity, non-

product based outcomes,

changing perceptions about

audiences

institutions to pay:

- environmental impact of project (ie.

materials and transport)

- artist pension 

- climate literacy and public programme for

local community as part of commissioned

artwork

-Repair and recycle all electronics if they

buy it

Local Supply

chains =

PRESTON

MODEL keeping

money locally

mapping of

local

infrastructure

a scoring system for

carbon emissions,

cost of human

labour of artworks:

for that to influence

funding decisions

lobbying of

local

decision

makers

like an accessibility rider

that comes from the

grassroots but is

genuinely supported by

institutions and the

sector by legalisation 

how to account for

accountaiblity/avoid

nepotism/fraud?

are their

carbon

savings of

the Preston

model?

Budgets that are worked with as a small

org - going to be behind the objectives

but have less funds

Pay into a funding body that gives pub

liability plus also pension - third party

body / protectorate. 

Importance of transparency, e.g. on

investments - divestment movement,

not just arts orgs - unis

Active defunding of cultural sector,

avoiding divide and conquer tactics

Network of local

art fixers/

installers/project

hosts to reduce

flying

(investment into

open source

hardware/

software). A % for

each project goes

in?

artists practicing what

they preach by making

low carbon choices

whilst still remaining

'cool' and having

aspirational lifestyles!

Make impact - thinking

about content of work

being exemplars of low

carbon tech or processes,

using art to draw attention

and raise awareness as

that's what we good at.

Examples: https://

labo.zone/?lang=en

https://c4aa.org/

working with /

as activist in the

space. i.e.

labo.zone

promote

small-file

media!

Individual Freelancers

for online events,

promote low-

bandwith video

streaming

Creative ways of

thinking about

internationa

exchangel

Being part

of a larger

group of

peers

Small/Artist Run Galleries

New

foundation

for low-

carbon art?

Private Funders

Cultural Sector Coalitions

ereuse.org

reconditions 30,000

government

computers a year and

donates them - valuing

energy of manufacture

Donate old computing

equipment to the arts

sector. 80% of the

energy a computer

uses in lifetime is

embodied energy

Regulating

social

media

Carbon reporting

requirements for

all institutions

recieving public

funding

Support repair

oriented open

technical works.

e.g. Open Laptop,

Open eReader etc.

Solar products in

the market -

Samsung Guru,

Blue Earth, LG

GD510, NC215S

netbook

State Regulators

Cultural Sector Workers Tech Workers

Tech Sector Worker Coalitions

Tech Companies

Have more

fallow periods

/ periods of

shutdown

Diversification of

aesthetics - going

beyond the hi-tech,

high-carbon

aesthetics that are so

glorified at the

moment

Large/State Run Galleries

A local circular

economy – the

Preston model of

procurement

Green Web

Hosting

Findign a way

to make the

carbon footprint

of AI art visible

Advocacy re:

climate

riders. New

norms

Write best

practices

re: digital

archiving

Culture

Declares

Make carbon

footprint of

microelectronics

visible

design

longer-

lasting tech

Public Funders

Starting a lo-

fi aestethic

movements

Low carbon

platforms

(alternatives to zoom

and to mural)

Finding a way

to make the

carbon footprint

of NFTs visible

low carbon guidelines for

funded organisations

- for renewable energy

supply, data servers

- travel

-catering

-procurement

-materials etc

4 day week

Repairable hardware/

devices

empower artists to

follow less carbon

intensive aesthetics,

education and also

awareness of how

'trends' are moving

towards quite carbon

intensive

Legal frameworks

.. could there be a

corollary to GDPR

Funding

programs aimed

at low-fi, or low-

carbon tools,

aesthetics etc

Mandatory reporting

on supply chains

and emissions by

platforms

coming together

to start our own

large-scale

renewable

energy

generation

moving off the cloud as much as

possible, or at least develop a

culture for questioning these sort of

dependencies in your organisation/

collective/institution..

Incentivizes to

make low

carbon web

platforms

Banning

'bad' digital

content

change and challenge

audience perceptions as

to what counts as cutting-

edge art media (not

necessarily larger urban

projections or energy-

intensive mixed reality

experiences)

Increased

repairability for

server farms (EU

working on

Ecodesign regs

for this)

Ban NFTS

Aesthetic values -

large scale, LED

being seen as

‘good' - 'design

perfection' ideals

Increase

electronics

repairability

(applicable to all

sectors really)

End internal

flights for artists/

arts

organisations.

Also flights

within Europe.

Environmental

regulations for tech

products produced -

statements on solar/

wind energy used to

produce these

Asking for

accountability

statements

from artists re:

climate justice

Max carbon

footprint for

NFTs

share

information

on good

practice

agreed standards/

examplars of good

practiceor not re:

Global

South??

Produce low

energy

microcomputing

solutions

Contracts

that deal

with climate

justice

Protocol for personal

'good digital carbon

housekeeping' - I had

no idea video on the

cloud 'cost' so much

carbon

List of

approved

suppliers -

low carbon

impact

info about

carbon

footprint of

data

contracts that

address digital

archive life/

compression

Is there a role for

optimising

infrastructure via

decentralisation?

Examples from

decentralised

rendering for

computer animation

Repairability

index for

electronics

also how to link in other

perspectives?

decentralisation and

home-hosting bring a

lot of other (political)

dynamics while maybe

not being strictly more

energy-efficient?

Annual data

carbon

ration

Legislation around

digital tech being

powered by

renewables

Self-destruct for

digital files and

online files or

keep it locally

'Climate

justice rider'

limit cloud

storage

Implement

contraction

and

convergence

Insist on open standards

for hardware to ensure

repair.  Oddly US dept of

defence procurement is

good at this.  Submarines

last decades and must be

repaired.

Alternative

metaphors for the

cloud - i.e. that these

are material

datacentres not fluffy

water vapour

Server farms

to upgrade to

more efficient

processors

Comparison of

impacts of

storage on

individual hard

drives vs cloud

storage

Something here about

'whataboutery' - use

of digital data as

implicating people.

Purity arguments used

by climate sceptics

Increased

repairability for

server farms (EU

working on

Ecodesign regs

for this)

all server forms

onto renewables

What is total

energy usage of

server farms?

valuing activity

that is

decentralised,

small-scale or

dispersed

using

biomaterials

for

biobatteries,

dna storgae

Valuing activity that is

not 'product' based in

terms of outputs /

stop enforcing a

neoliberal approach

artistic production

Design for

repairability

Is there a role for

optimising infrastructure

via decentralisation?

Examples from

decentralised rendering

for computer animation

also how to link in other

perspectives?

decentralisation and

home-hosting bring a lot

of other (political)

dynamics while maybe

not being strictly more

energy-efficient?

Implement

contraction

and

convergence

Server farms to

upgrade to

more efficient

processors

Norms around

what is 'best'

overspecification

of digital tech

using

biomaterials

for

biobatteries,

dna storgae

Arts festivals/events

that are distributed

and running in local

nodes, rather than

requiring a lot of flying

Sharing

equipment

and assets

between

organisations

Make it okay to

buy second

hand equipment

w/public funds

switching off

artworks in

galleries when

no-one is

looking

Built in applications to

track power use.

Samsung NC215S

tracks power

generated from its

solar panel.

Could arts funding

address this? Funding

that is about

maintenance or

incentivizes low

carbon practices?

moving off corporate

cloud as much as

possible, or at least

develop a culture for

questioning these sort of

dependencies in your

organisation/collective/

institution..

Optimising

infrastructure via

decentralisation?

Examples from

decentralised

rendering for computer

animation

Regulate/ limit

NFTs,

cryptocurrency

and AI-

generated

artworks

Team up with local

transport orgs to provide

subsidised public

transport for audiences -

provide incentives, e.g.

discount tickets for

traveling by public

transport//bike

for online events,

promote low-

bandwith video

streaming

Regulating

against

planned

obsolesence

The Problem

The problem will ground our collective inquiry. Do we agree that it is well framed? Could it be productively narrowed, expanded, or reframed?

How can the arts sector digitally decarbonise (x2) in a way that is both

positively ecologically impactful and socially just?

Gallery of Potential Actions 

Brainstorm all the potential actions your group can imagine that might, in a large or small way, contribute to resolving the problem, then sort them

into the constituency that is best able to forward your actions. Some ideas may fit in more than one grouping. Keep these principles of

brainstorming in mind:

Defer

judgment

Go for

volume
Be visual

Build on the

ideas of others
Stay on topic

Encourage

wild ideas

TIP: Double click on a blank

area to generate a new sticky

note.

Grouping Ideas into Distinct Scenarios

15 + 15 minutes

Working in informal groups, or independently, copy and paste actions from anywhere on the board that you think

would form a significant part of the actions that lead to the scenario conditions described below. Some actions

will almost certainly appear in multiple scenarios.   

10 + 5 minutes

Mapping Action Potentials

Reform groups around actions that you find particularly exciting or important. As a group, map your action on the chart below,

evaluating the likely carbon mitigation that would follow and the amount of disruptive power you would need to mobilise to secure

the wide adoption of your action in its target constituency.

15 + 10 minutes

5 minutes

DIGITAL +

DECARBONISATION IN

THE ARTS

A participatory mapping of potential

actions and impacts

Double-click on a blank part of the screen

to create a sticky note

Ctrl + z to undo actions

Protocols for Productive Collaboration How to Use Mural Resources

Dr Danielle-Maria Admiss

Invitees
Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline is a

collaborative literacy and climate justice project

in search of transformative and regenerative

justice for the arts sector and beyond. Through

cooperative learning, public engagement,

publishing, and a community festival, together

we are co-creating an open-source

decarbonisation plan for art workers, which will

be published at the end of 2022. The project

was commissioned by Stanley Picker Gallery,

Kingston University and it is funded by Stanley

Picker Trust and Arts Council England.
Open link

TIP: Use the cursors to point at where a sticky note should go on the grid during group deliberations.

Mapping Social Impacts

In groups, select an idea that is particularly compelling. Brainstorm the potential social effects of this action, focusing on groups

that will likely experience negative or positive impacts if this it is broadly adopted (winners vs. losers) and those that are likely to

mobilise support or opposition to this outcome (allies vs. enemies).

15 + 15 minutes

winners losers

allies enemies

Local Supply

chains =

PRESTON

MODEL keeping

money locally

local

suppliers

non-local

suppliers

external

networks

(nationally or

internationally)

possibly impact

on global south

if sourced there

larger

suppliers,

bigger multi

national

corporations

local artists

local council

authorities

could be allies
local council

authorities

could be

enemies

global

networks - if

all localities

take this

approach?

Action:

[More Names]
If you can't achieve consensus, aim to 'achieve

disagreement'

View differences of opinion as

usefully indicative of broader opinion groups,

rather than as a barrier to be overcome

Keep jargon to a minimum

Arts spending is swept up in a massive state program promoting green

infrastructure and low-carbon work. In the process, arts and arts

institutions are embedded in new community initiatives, helping to

shape and sell public works programs with an emphasis on rectifying

historic inequities.

YES

A Green New Deal for the Arts

TIP: Select a sticky note and

click the pencil icon in the

menu to sketch.

Small to large scale constituencies

B
o

tt
o

m
-u

p
 t

o
 t

o
p

-d
o

w
n

 a
c
to

rs

Another constituency [drag and rename me]

Another constituency [drag and rename me] Another constituency [drag and rename me]

D
E

C
A

R
B

O
N

IS
A

T
IO

N
 P

O
T

E
N

T
IA

L

winners losers

allies enemies

Eco activists

  conservationists

Artists

researchers

working

across

disciplines

communities

of interest

indigenous

communites

Large orgs whose

business models rely

on high visitor

numbers / income

generation for

'experiences'

Climate

scientists

Large

national 

touring

collections

corporate

sponsors

'progressive

local

authorities'?

The Tory

party / other

right-wing

idealogues

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

big tech

corporations

ICT departments of

big institutions

("open source is less

secure")

communities, art

institutions and

concerned

individuals :)

open source

developers

crowdfunding folks

individuals can

choose more

environmental &

ethical products

big tech

corporations

(appropriation)

artistis (no need to

art wash high

carbon products

and services, can

choose a more

ethical medium)

those who want to

profit from mass selling

ecologicaly unsound

products - but as least

they'll have a liveable

planet!

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Climate

Justice Rider

Artists (but also

everyone,

benefitting from a

healthy cultural

sector)

Using existing

frameworks to achieve

some aspects, e.g.

procurement

frameworks (Scotgov

example)

Small arts

orgs (less

budget)

Depends on the timeline

of your transition - if

something is generated

by grassroots 'sacrifice'

then adopted

(mainstreamed)

Large arts

org (e.g.

Tate)

Arts Council

England,

Creative

Scotland

art washers

adoption and

theories of change

in philanthropy will

change 

Large institutions

want to have brands

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Lo-Fi

Aesthetics

established

hi-fi artists

and

gallarists

tech

companies that

give grants/

promo to

media arts

hi-tech

media arts

training

orgs?

hacker-y,

open tech

folks

artists without

huge budgets

and new tech

artists that

feel

constrained

by limitations

NFT

advocates

arts orgs that

don't think this

art is sellable

to the public

curators

Action:

winners losers

allies enemies

Art and activism - art deputies network

Local  techs

and tech

students etc

artists - don't get

the travel

experience (esp

newer/emerging

artists) or real life

serendipity meeting

institutions

who want

international

guests &

participation

Majority

world

artists
Local

audiences

and artists

Online talks -

big win for

marginalised

audiences

Non carbon-

aware

curators and

funders

airlines

majority world

audiences who

are happy the

artist talks are

remote and

online

artists who

are unable

to or don't

want to fly

Action:

TIP: winners + allies / losers + enemies will not necessarily correspond...

Climate action remains focused on insignificant or unsuccessful actions

during critical years, while the disruptive impacts of global warming

prove to be worse and more immediate than expected. The arts sector

struggles to negotiate its purpose in a rapidly changing world, and to

account for its lack of success in preventing it from coming to pass.

Form

Apocalypse Soon:

The pursuit of carbon accounting and mitigation work unfolds through

a sharp increase in proprietary sensors, platforms, and data

management processes. It's never been easier to determine (and

govern through) standardised carbon metrics, resulting in significant

cross-sectoral mitigation cuts. Big tech's market shares and political

powers, however, are vastly increased. The arts sector struggles to

make a case for actions that fall outside these mitigation logics.

Big Tech Takes Control

The arts sector proves to be an influential place for new low-carbon

practices to be tabled and evaluated. Ideas and values successfully

move from the sector to other institutions and publics, driving in

change in ways that far exceed strict carbon accounting. 

The Arts as a Norms Incubator Scenario TBD

Climate action proceeds predominantly though reductive measures,

corresponding with budget cuts and strict carbon accounting

measures. Equity considerations remain absent from green policy. The

arts sector is left scrambling to do more with less (especially

internationally).

The Rise of Green Austerity

(Held for any particular scenarios that pop up during our discussions)

Zoom with your mouse wheel, or the map in

the bottom right

Add text by selecting the 'Text' box on the

left 

Link to the contextual data board
Open mural

Select multiple notes with shift + hold click +

drag mouse

Drafting Consensus Statement

As a single group, we will move through the framework below, charting where we broadly agree and

disagree, producing a short document that can be circulated to express our joint proposal to address the

problem.

30 minutes

Shared Concerns About the Future

(Pin board for additional ideas) (Pin board for additional ideas)

Precarity for

freelancers - inability

to make low-carbon

choices. Outsized

voice of most

powerful

High-tech approach

is favoured at

expense of lower

carbon/tech

practices

Climate change is a

colonial issue. Land

rights, reparations,

not currently part of

carbon metrics.

Too much

flying /

temp 1-off

events

perception of

climate action

being costly

Emphasis

on new

work in art

world

Durable art like

public outdoor

sculpture, vs

ephermeral art -

e.g. performances

Data center

land use

Artists have to

choose btw

enviro actions/

career

advancement

Model of success is

individualistic

(education/funding

don't reward

collaboration)

Disconnect btw

creative practitioners

and policy makers re:

energy. Arts aren't

addressed as sector in

climate action.

If you want arts

funding, you need

high-tech angle.

Funding/institiutions

drives artists towards

high-carbon tech

We need more

art/sci/tech

collaboration

Commissioners /

funders not making

responsible decisions

and requesting work

on AI/blockchain etc

disregard for artisanal and

community practices at the cost of

promoting of new media art

uncritically aligned with CISCO

industry trends predictions

centralisation and

biennalisation of the

art "system". can we

learn from Fluxus

networks and

actions?

Shared Concerns About the Present

Remaining Uncertainties

Mobility Form
Funding institutional

arrangements
Tech Activist

more activist art!

Esp. embedded in

social movements

Basic goods

and services

for artists

Paying attention to 'the

plumbing' of all events,

on- and offline. Like the

Zoom land

acknowledgement) 

Institutions look for

other ways to pay

artists than just

artist talks (travel)

Connection between

ecological impacts

and commiunity

health and wellbeing

Channels for input

into policy (beyond

cultural policy and

into energy,

sustainability)

consultations with

local communities

about how arts

activities affect

them

Low carbon impact

analysis for publicly

supported, esp

institutionally

supported arts

projects

I think Tega;s point

about ecotech

imaginaries is

really important

Structured art-sci

collaborations esp in

realm of citizen science,

education and advocacy

- e.g. artists to work with

the

 Tyndall Centre

Exhib makers dont

expect artists to install

their own work, build

local teams incl. tech

to do so (travel

reduction)

The valuing of arts practice

as influencing culture

change (but without

instrumentalising i.e. artists

just deliver messages from

scientists)

Funding criteria

that rewards

art-science-

tech r+d 

a green new deal for the

arts: public investment in

the arts as low-carbon

work/lesiure

Particularly media arts

curators should expand

diversity of low-fi

aesthetics and forms -

more inclusive, less

carbon heavy

Care networks that are able to be

flexible and modifiable (situated to

their location) and adaptable to

changing practice-led needs

taking into account the history

of climate change as colonial

and ensuring that social/racial/

disability justice is included in

the wider climate justice

approach for arts education,

creation and funding 

low carbon

guidelines for

funded orgs/

individuals

bearing in mind the

labour "behind the

scenes" and how

they might benefit

Funding pots

specifically for low-

carbon artworks

and projects

carbon impact

estimation

included in

proposals

Low carbon & 

planned longevity,

repairable Open

Source hard- and

software

A healthier

planet!!

Climate riders!

And powerful

artist unions to

push them

forward

local voices and/or input

from those who are

currentl highliy

impacted by climate

ermergency but not

heard (women, POC,

people with disabilities) 

rethinking well-

being as

inseparate from

the ecological

and the collective

A healthier

Creative Art

Sector

Industry level best

practice publication -

simple steps to reduce

carbon (compounding) ie

dont host zoom talks

online forever

reparative gestures

towards the majority world

by way of pro-active

curation that  ensures that

the same few people

don't dominate the art

circuit

REGENERATIVE

RELATIONSHIPS

/

PARTNERSHIPS

ACROSS

BORDERS

Concerned a little about

banning content as

unnecessary discussion,

seems like anathema to

the arts.

Research! Needs

resourcing and

valuing — artists

AND orgs

participatory art that

partners with the

environment that it is

produced in

Multiple Tactics; Multiple Scales

Funding for

labour involved

in sustainable

community

projects

Hiring tech and

buying 2nd hand

where possible

instead of always

new

Simple easy-to-

access info and

guidelines about

impacts of

production

labels on materials

& equipment about

supply chains 

- can blockchain be

low carbon?

support for finding

other ways to travel.

Eg. can u take a train,

can orgs pair up so

you fly for x 3 events

rather than just 1?

ensuring digital

collateral

(websites, apps

etc) are also

measured for

carbon impact

Recognising scale /

scaling

responsibilities

based on resources/

capacity

support and

develop

technological

imaginaries that

critically rethink

"progress" and

novelty

Shift art from the

gallery to the

everyday - e.g.

change its role in

society (oops just

done myself out of

a job)

Consequences for

high polluters / i.e.

still believe polluter

pays is important

for healing

Tech as

public

good

Curators need to

both look more

at local artists

(reduce travel)

A method for

sharing good,

scaleable case

studies or

practice 

I love a shorter work week

(with equal pay) but worry

about the precarious/

freelancers out there

compulsory

off-time (1-2

days a week)

Prototype electronics methods

are always artisanal at first -- more

support for electronics oriented

artisans and exhibitions - esp

open tech

a livable

planet

i agree, also easy to

falsify (like all data)

I dont think this burden

should be placed on artists

- if institutions maybe

universal basic

services for

everyone? Enable

everyone to be an

artist!

It's possible to make things

look slick and be lo-fi, I'm

wary that everything will get

a particular 'look'

i worry that the emphasis on

electronics comes at a big

enviro cost. How to

emphasize other practices?

A way for individuals/

philanthropists to fund/

support decarbonisations in

arts orgs 

a hefty carbon

tariff paid by art

collectors

everytime they fly

to / attend an art

fair 

Points of Agreement (aka What Do We Want?)

The ideas collated from the workshop will be used to create an open source consensus

statement. This will comprise a summary of the issues gathered from the opinions of the

group and feature a set of guidelines moving forward. The document will be published as

part of the Sunlight Doesn’t Need a Pipeline decarbonisation plan and is intended as a

guide and resource for individuals and arts organisations in their own decarbonisation

journey. For example, it may be used to start a conversation between an artist or

freelancer with the commissioning art organisation or be used as a departure point for an

arts organisation updating their environmental policy. 

By agreeing to participate in the workshop you are agreeing to the premise and structure

of the project

Partners

Support everyone's right to be heard

Be respectful and encouraging to others
Lock and unlock items for editing by clicking

on the    icon

Radek Przedpełski

Idea ready

for rapid

discussion

Rapid

consensus

found

Paused for

further

discussion

Consensus

not found
Colour codes:

TIP: This is going to move very quickly!

Anne Pasek

Angela

YT

Chan

Chris Wright,

FutureEverything

Lara Houston

Lou

Hargreaves

Gretta Louw http://

grettalouw.com/

Ellie

Harrison

Tega Brain

http://tegabrain.com/

Laura

Clarke

Jane

Lawson

Brian

Sutherland

Padmini

Ray Murray

Marloes

Julie

Freeman

Maya Chowdhrymartino

(Constant)

(suggestions

which other

sectors could

follow)

(with impacts beyond the arts sector alone)

Irini

Papadimitriou

All server

farms onto

renewables

rebalancing travel

opportunities between

emerging/established

artists (like the

frequent flyer levy)

need to balance

the discursive,

symbolic impact of

work with the

material impacts of

the practice

Model successful

low-carbon impact

careers (eg. Ellie's

glasgo project

engaged w/ this)

Against a

neoliberal

funding

model

Small

business

owners

Funder buy in to

support low carbon,

environmental sound

practices

eg put money where

the issues are (open

source soft-and

hardware)

Marija

Bozinovska

Jones

(MBJ)

Support for art /

activist

collaborations;

Climate change

version of  V&As

Disobedient

Objects?

Rethink of Biennale

model; all traveling

artists to use slow

travel, e.g. sailing boat

like Philastine and to

get paid for their travel

time

funding criteria that

rewards free-

software, small-scale,

re-using,

interdependent

practices

would love to see tech

companies support creative

work on low carbon

practices/tech like they have

on AI, blockchin etc. (but the

problem is always - what is

the business incentive for

this)

Funding incentives for

low carbon art - to

include all aspects of

production and display/

the less carbon, the

more dosh!

Reduction in

audience travel

impacts, e.g.

discount tickets for

using public

transport

more programs

encouraging artists to

engage with activism.

Projects to create

political pressure etc.

Rather than low-

carbon tag lines

use the tag high-

carbon for

everything that

isn't

Art-world infrastructure

(institutions, galleries,

funders etc) should look

for networking

opportunities for artists

that don't require travel

(might affect cross-

cultural experiences, tho)

Low carbon and sociality -

the 'ride along' 5G event

(invite a friend at a

distance to not fly, but to)

facetime over mobile a

cultural event (w

appropriate audio

affordances)

How to

implement/ do

effective

advocacy? How

to help people

start?

and also

increasing

reparability/

reuse markets

What's Part 2?

What about

implementation?

} How to turn this

into an art world

green new deal?

How to move

across borders?

How do we build

power within

existing orgs/

institutions, and

how do we also

move outside

them?

Kg CO2e

(Billions)

Annual carbon footprint

of Meta (5,600,000 kg,

Meta 2021)

Average annual carbon

footprint of someone

living in the UK (13,000 kg,

Carbon Independent)

Return economy flight,

London to NYC (1,560

kg)

Burning 1 gallon of

gasoline (9 kg)

CLIMATE, HEALTH, AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

Annualized Bitcoin Network

(114,060,000,000 kg,

Digitnomist 2022) 

One hour video

streaming (55g,

Dimpact)

Minting 1 NFT

(90kg, Mattei

2021)

Kg CO2e

Sending a

text-only email

(4g, Richards

2018)

Kg CO2e

(Millions)

Sending an email

with a photo (50g,

Richards 2018 )

One ethreum

transaction (132

kg,  Digiconomist

2022)

Per capita annual

footprint of UK

internet users (414 kg,

Griffiths 2020)

Footprint of one year

of email (600 kg, 

Richards 2018)

Training a natural

language processing AI

(745 kg, Lannelongue

2021)

Estimated idv. lifetime

of social media photo

storage (689 kg - IET

2021)

Kg CO2e

(Hundred 

Thousands)
75.525 10050

Training a natural language

processing AI (300,000 kg,

Strubell et al. 2019)

Annual carbon footprint of

the Tate (with visitor travel)

(260,000,000 kg, Tate

2019)

Annual carbon footprint

of the Tate (without visitor

travel) (20,000,000 kg,

Tate 2019)

Annual operations, Arts Council

England (76,049,000kg, Arts

Council of England 2020)

Carbon footprint of storing &

transmitting music for

streaming (350,000,000 kg,

Brennan & Devine 2019)

Carbon footprint of storing

unused photos in the UK

(355,000,000 kg, IET 2021)

Annual operational carbon

footprint of Google

(6,116,789,000 kg, Google

2021)

Annual carbon footprint of

Microsoft (14,073,000,000

kg, Microsoft 2021)

Annual comprehensive carbon

footprint of Apple

(22,600,000,000 kg, Apple

2021)

Annual carbon footprint of

Bitcoin network

(22,900,000,000 kg, Stoll et al.

2019)

Annual enterprise  footprint of

Amazon (60,640,000,000 kg,

Amazon 2021)

Estimated annual footprint of all

video streaming

(305,000,000,000

kg, The Shift Project 2019)

Estimated annual footprint of all ICT

(80,000,000,000

kg, Freitag et al. 2021)

Estimated annual footprint of all ICT

(230,000,000,000

kg, Freitag et al. 2021)

12.5 37.5 62.5 87.5

0 7,5502,500 10,0005,0001,250 3,750 6,250 8,750

Single bitcoin transaction

(1162 kg, Digiconomist

2022)

Kg CO2e

(Ten 

Thousands)

1

75.525 1005012.5 37.5 62.5 87.51

75.525 1005012.5 37.5 62.5 87.51

75.525 1005012.5 37.5 62.5 87.51

Training a natural

language processing

AI (168,000 kg,

Lannelongue et al.

2021)

Video streaming on social

networks (56,000,000,000 kg,

The Shift Project 2019)

"Adult" tube-type streaming sites

(82,000,000,000

kg, The Shift Project 2019)

Internet video streaming

in USA (8.600,000 kg,

Shehabi et al. 2014)

Annual carbon footprint of

Edinburgh Festival generated

by audience, including travel

to and from (and within)

Edinburgh (41,764,000,

Festivals Edinburgh 2011)

Carbon Footprint of the

Edinburgh Fringe festival

(44,130,000, Festivals Edinburgh

2011)

Annual carbon footprint of

gaming in USA

(24,000,000,000 kg, Mill et al.

2019)

Projected carbon

footprint of IoT devices

in 2027 (1,000,000 kg,

Pirson & Bol, 2021) 

Annualized Total Ethereum

Footprints (55,760,000,000 kg,

Diginomist 2022)

Projected carbon

footprint of IoT devices

in 2027 ( 2,000,000 kg,

Pirson & Bol, 2021) 

1 hour video

streaming (77 kg,

Marks 2020)

Carbon footprint of a digital

ad campaign (323,000 kg,

55 The Data Company

2022)

need to clarify

minting where

and what with

what crypto

keep photos in

physical

supports not on

clouds? :)

Lifetime

storage?

crazy variation

indeed!

depending

on?

yeah, many

variables - type and

no. of processors,

size of training data

set, which algo, etc thanks :)

yes maybe related to

other resources.. if it's

an individual / small

institution project or a

mega platform..

yes! even server farms with diff

colling technologies impact

the footprint of the server

processing energy used (why

is this sosmall!? haha)

festival/exhibition requirement

of high def video files requires

much more rendering &

transferring time and energy.

a reflection on "quality" by

artists and institutions is

needed 

remebering to

delete photos

and empty bin

how do we think

about evolving

tech - eg

Ethereum has

now moved to

proof of stake?

crazy variation

indeed!

depending

on?


